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Abstract
We consider the three-ligand spin-star structure through homogeneous Heisenberg interactions (XXX-3LSSS) in the
framework of dynamical pairwise entanglement. It is shown that the time evolution of the central qubit “one-particle”
state (COPS) results in the generation of quantum W states at periodical time instants. On the contrary, W states
cannot be generated from the time evolution of a ligand “one-particle” state (LOPS). We also investigate the dynamical
behavior of two-point quantum correlations as well as the expectation values of the different spin-components for each
element in the XXX-3LSSS. It is found that when a W state is generated, the same value of concurrence among all
qubits arises from xx and yy two-point quantum correlations. On the opposite, zz quantum correlation between any
two qubits vanishes at these time instants.
Keywords: Quantum W states, Entanglement dynamics, Concurrence, Two-point quantum correlation,
XXX-Heisenberg interactions, Spin-star structures
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1. Introduction
The development of the theory of quantum mechanics has helped us to understand the properties of low dimen-
sional structures in details. Consequently, in the last decade, accessing, probing and engineering finite size chains of
qubits have been practically considered in the literature [1, 2]. In fact, the potential for scalability and miniaturization
facilitates using spin qubits practically. For example, they can contribute to implementing quantum processors [3, 4].
Many research groups have considered finite size spin chains from quantum entanglement point of view [5, 6, 7].
The theory of quantum entanglement is a central concept in a wide range of quantum information processing tasks
and other different kinds of uniquely quantum mechanical phenomena. Quantum entanglement can be observed when
the quantum state of a single part of a compound system cannot be described independent of the others.
In comparison with studies devoted to the static quantum entanglement, the dynamical point of view of entangle-
ment has been less considered in the last two decades [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. As reported in Ref. [8], the quantum
W entangled states could be generated from time-evolving a “one-particle” state in three- or four-qubit spin chains. A
generalized form of an entangled quantum W state for N qubits [15, 8] can be given by
|WN〉 = 1√
N
N∑
j=1
eiθ j |00 . . . 010 . . . 00〉 j (1)
where N is the number of particles and |00 . . . 010 . . . 00〉 j represents a state with a “1” on the j-th position and zeros
everywhere else and θis (i = 1, ..,N) are some phases. As it shown by Du¨r et al. [15] the concurrences [16, 17, 18]
between any two qubits entangled by a quantum W state are all equal to 2/N. The entanglement of a W state is not
fragile in the sense of particle loss, i. e., by tracing out one qubit, the state of remaining N-1 qubits can be again a
maximally entangled state [19]. There are some theoretical schemes and practical experiments for generating quantum
W states in the different approaches [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. On the other hand, there have been several proposals
for exploiting W states in the quantum information processing [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Recently, an analyzer [32] has
been designed to distinguish between different W states for a four-qubit system. They also mentioned some plans for
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W state utilization as one of the most important resources in quantum key distribution. The quantum key distribution
is one of the most important field of quantum communication whose task is to create a private key between two remote
legitimate users along an insecure quantum channel [33, 34].
Depending on quantum correlations between different elements of a quantum system, there are various kinds
of measure tools such as concurrence [16, 17, 18] and negativity [35, 36, 37] to quantify the entanglement . The
concurrence has been widely used for measuring the pairwise entanglement between any two qubits in spin chains [38,
39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49].
In addition to spin chains, which have been widely studied in one or quasi one-dimensional materials, there are
spin-star structures (networks) which have attracted much interest recently [50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59,
60, 61]. These kinds of structures contain a central spin interacting with all outer spins which can be called ligands.
On the other hand, ligands don’t interact with each other directly. Such systems have shown a great potential in the
realization of spin-qubit quantum computation because of their high symmetry [50, 52, 53]. Also due to their strong
non-Markovian behavior, spin-star networks are an excellent models to study the decoherence of a single nitrogen-
vacancy (NV) center coupled to a bath of nuclear spins in diamond [62, 63]. In addition, spin-star networks have been
considered from quantum entanglement and quantum cloning point of view [64, 65, 66, 67]. Moreover, the dynamical
behavior of the entanglement between two non-interacting qubits in a bath of spin star structure has been considered
in Ref. [51].
One version of spin-star structures contains three ligands (3LSSS). The 3LSSS (Fig. 1) through Heisenberg cou-
plings or Dzyaloshinskii-Moryia (DM) interactions has been considered from thermal entanglement point of view.
For instance, in Ref. [55], pairwise entanglement between different parts of a 3LSSS with coupled microcavities in
a thermal equilibrium has been studied. Ref. [57] has paid attention to tripartite entanglement in a 3LSSS in which
the central particle interacts with ligands through XY Heisenberg interactions. Moreover, tripartite entanglement has
been focused again in a situation in which there is a DM interaction in the z-axis direction on each leg [59]. A 3LSSS
with interactions defined in Ref. [57] has been considered again by authors of Ref. [60] considering tripartite quantum
discord. The pairwise thermal entanglement and quantum discord in an anisotropic 3LSSS have been investigated to
detect the quantum phase transitions [68]. However, the 3LSSS has not been so far investigated from a dynamical point
of view of entanglement. In this case, some basic questions could be raised. For example, compared with a straight
chain similar to that was discussed in Ref. [8], what is the effect of this modified configuration on the dynamical
behavior of the entanglement, when the structure has an additional Heisenberg interaction in the z-direction.
The star network of spins with homogeneous Heisenberg interactions on each leg has many symmetric properties
due to its invariance under the exchange of any two ligands. In fact, homogeneous Heisenberg model (XXX model)
and anisotropic version of that (XXZ) are the heart of the integrable models of magnetism in low dimensional materi-
als. In this work, we are interested to address the exact time evolution of one-particle states in the XXX-3LSSS which
Figure 1: Schematic picture of a 3LSSS.
2
is described by the following Hamiltonian:
H = J
N∑
n=2
−→
S 1.
−→
S n, (2)
where
−→
S 1 is the spin vector of the spin- 12 central qubit, and
−→
S n (n = 2, 3, 4) shows the spin vector of the nth spin-
1
2 ligand, and here N = 4. The parameter J denotes the exchange coupling between the central qubit and ligands.
Investigation of the dynamical behavior of the pairwise entanglement reveals that W states can be generated just due
to the time evolution of the COPS. The outline of this work is as follows: In Sec. 2 we present an explicit form of the
time evolution of the COPS. In Sec. 2.1, we investigate the concurrences between any two qubits. Two-point quantum
correlations are calculated in Sec. 2.2. We also study the time evolution of an arbitrary LOPS in Sec 3. In Secs 3.1
and 3.2 the dynamical behavior of concurrences and correlation functions for the case of LOPS time-evolving are
studied respectively. Conclusions and perspectives are presented in Sec. 4.
2. The time evolution of the COPS
Let us start working by the COPS applied upon by the time evolution operator which is given by U(t) = e
−iHt
~ .
Where H is the Hamiltonian (Eq. 2) in which J = 1. Without losing any generality and for simplicity, we consider
~ = 1 through this draft. With the help of the raising operator (S + = S x + iS y), a one-particle quantum state [8, 9] in
a four-qubit system can be given by S +n |0000〉 where (n = 1, 2, 3, 4). Since one-particle states are not the eigenvectors
of system’s Hamiltonian, thus their time evolved format generally reads as Eq. 3.
|ψ(t)〉 = b1(t)|1000〉 + b2(t)|0100〉 + b3(t)|0010〉 + b4(t)|0001〉, (3)
here |ψ(t)〉 is U(t)S +n |0000〉. Whether the initial state is the COPS or a LOPS, the coefficients (bi(t)s) in Eq. 3, can be
determined. In the COPS, the central spin is up and the ligand spins are down. The time evolution of the COPS can
be given by
|ψ(t)〉 = (1
4
e−
3it
4 +
3
4
e
5it
4 )|1000〉 + (1
4
e−
3it
4 − 1
4
e
5it
4 )
(
|0100〉 + |0010〉 + |0001〉
)
. (4)
As well as it can be seen in Eq. 4, the coefficients of various LOPSs are equal to each others and differ from that of
the COPS.
2.1. The pairwise entanglement after the COPS time evolution
The concurrence which has been suggested by Wootters et al. [16, 17, 18] is a quantifier of the pairwise entangle-
ment between qubits k and j in a quantum system. Their proposed formula for the quantification of entanglement in
a mixed state would be so promising. For a mixed quantum state, the density matrix can be written as:
ρ =
∑
i
pi|φi〉〈φi|, (5)
where pi, is the probability of the ket |φi〉. For a pure state pi equals to 1 and there is just one physical state to describe
the system. In the case of tracing over two qubits k and j we can access to the reduced density matrix that is denoted
by
ρ(k, j) = Trk, j(ρ), (6)
and then the concurrence between two qubits k, and j is given by
C(k, j) = max
2λ1 −∑
r
λr, 0
 . (7)
In this equation, the λrs are square roots of eigenvalues of the matrix R = ρ(k, j)σy ⊗ σy ρ∗(k, j) σy ⊗ σy, in which σy
denotes the Pauli-y-matrix and ρ∗ is the complex conjugate of ρ.
3
Figure 2: Schematic picture of different pairs in XXX-
3LSSS in the situation of COPS time evolution. The
central qubit whose one-particle state has been aplied
upoun by U(t) is shown by UCP and any ligand pre-
sented by L.
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Figure 3: The time-dependence concurrences for various pairs.
0 < C(k, j) < 1 implies that two qubits k, and j are partially entangled. TheC(k, j) = 1 corresponds to a maximally
entangled state as well as C(k, j) = 0 implies to a completely disentangled state. For one-particle states, concurrence
can be given [8, 9] by:
C(k, j)(t) = 2|bk(t)b j(t)|, (8)
where, bi(t)s are the coefficients in Eq. 3.
In Fig. 3, the dynamical behavior of the concurrence between two qubits k and j is exhibited by Ck− j. As shown
in Fig. 2 there are two kinds of pairs. One kind includes the central particle and a ligand, thus concurrence for this
pair is shown by Cucp−l. Another type of pairs consists two ligands. The concurrence for this type is shown by Cl−l.
Concerning Eqs 4 and 8, we can write the following equations for the time dependent functions of concurrences:
Cucp−l =
1
2
√(
sin4(t) + sin2(2t)
)
Cl−l =
sin2(t)
2
. (9)
As Fig. 3 shows, concurrences alternate with a period of pi. As depicted by the solid line in Fig. 3, Cucp−l has peaks
at certain time instants which can be given by Eq. 10. It means that the central qubit maximally entangles with any
ligand at these points. Here and following, throughout this work, n is an integer number greater than zero (n > 0).
tn ' pi(2n − 1)4 +
7pi(−1)n+1
132
. (10)
Also as shown with a dotted line in Fig. 3, any two ligands maximally entangle with each other at certain time instants
which can be given by Eq. 11.
tn =
pi(2n − 1)
2
. (11)
On the other hand, exactly at these points, Cucp−l equals to Cl−l with a value of 0.5 which implies that quantum W
states can be generated. Henceforth, these time instants are abbreviated as TWS. In the other words, at TWS the
quantum W states can be explicitly written as the following equation:
|ψ(tn = pi(2n − 1)2 )〉 =
1
2
(−1) 4+n8
(
|1000〉 − |0100〉 − |0010〉 − |0001〉
)
. (12)
For n = 1, (t1 = pi2 ), the quantum state can be written as Eq. 13 where (−1)
5
8 = i cos( pi8 ) − sin( pi8 ).
|ψ(t = pi
2
)〉 = 1
2
(−1) 58
(
|1000〉 − |0100〉 − |0010〉 − |0001〉
)
, (13)
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Figure 4: Probabilities of different one-particle states of XXX-3LSSS.
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Figure 5: Expectation value of z-spin component of different qubits.
In order to consider the probability of the presence of each one-particle state at time t, we must calculate the
following function:
Pi(t) = |〈i|ψ(t)〉|2, (14)
where |i〉 is the COPS or a LOPS, and |ψ(t)〉 is given by Eq. 4. The results of the above equation are written in Eqs. 15
as probabilities for the different one-particle states.
Pucp(t) =
1
8
(3 cos(2t) + 5)
Pl(t) =
sin2(t)
4
. (15)
Here Pucp(t) is the probability of the COPS and Pl(t) is the probability of any LOPS which are plotted in Fig. 4. It is
clear to see that at t = npi just the COPS is present and any LOPS is absent. Moreover we can see that at TWS, the
probabilities of the COPS and any LOPS are equal to 0.25.
2.2. Two-point quantum correlations after the COPS time evolution
To gain a more profound understanding about the past outcomes, let us start calculating the expectation values of
the x- and z-spin components of the different qubits. Exploiting Eq. 4, the time evolution of 〈S αi 〉t can be given as:
〈S zucp〉t =
1
8
(3 cos(2t) + 1)
〈S zl 〉t = −
1
8
(cos(2t) + 3), (16)
which are presented in Fig. 5. Because 〈S xi 〉t and 〈S yi 〉t are equal to zero, so they are not shown in this plot.
Moreover, focusing on Eqs.15 and 16, it is found that 〈S zi 〉t = Pi(t) − 0.5 (i can be ucp and l which indicates
respectively the central qubit and one of three ligands). In addition, since
∑
i Pi(t) = 1, thus we can conclude that the
total magnetization,
∑4
i=1〈S zi 〉t, equals to −1 and is constant with time as it is plotted in Fig. 5. Furthermore, as it is
clear in Fig. 5, the 〈S zi 〉ts are all equal to each other at TWS.
To complement our studies about the COPS time evolution we consider the two-point correlation function between
various spin components of different qubits (Wααı  ) which can be defined by the following equation:
Wααı  (t) = 〈ψ(t)|S αı S α |ψ(t)〉, (17)
where α can be x or z, and |ψ(t)〉 is given by Eq. 4. The results of calculating correlation functions are written in
Eqs. 18 for any two possible pairs of the XXX-3LSSS. Since the correlation for y axis has a similar behavior of
correlation in the x-direction, we just calculate the correlations in the x- and z-direction.
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Figure 6: Two-point correlation functions of z- and x-spin components (a) between the UCP and a ligand, (b) between any two ligands.
〈S zucpS zL〉t = −
1
4
cos2(t)
〈S xucpS xL〉t = −
1
8
sin2(t)
〈S zLS zL〉t =
cos2(t)
4
〈S xLS xL〉t =
sin2(t)
8
. (18)
In the above equations, 〈S αucpS αL〉t stands for the correlation between αth-spin component of UCP and a ligand, and〈S αLS αL〉t is related to any two ligands. These quantities are plotted in Figs. 6. At t = 0 and t = npi, the z-spin
component of any two qubits are completely correlated (〈S zucpS zL〉 = |〈S zLS zL〉| = 0.25). On the other hand, any two
qubits are entirely disentangled at these time instants (Fig. 3). As a matter of fact it can be said that at TWS, the
concurrence between any two qubits is the result of xx and yy quantum correlations. On the contrary, zz quantum
correlation between any two qubits vanishes at TWS.
Figure 7: Schematic picture of the different pairs in the XXX-3LSSS for a LOPS time evolution. The central qubit is shown by CP. A ligand whose
one-particle state has been acted upon by the time evolution operator is presented by UL and other ligands are exhibited by NUL.
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Figure 8: Concurrences between (a) UL and other qubits, (b) between two NULs or between a NUL and CP.
3. The time evolution of a LOPS
We now move to study a LOPS time evolution. For our calculation, we pick |0001〉 as an arbitrary LOPS which
will be acted upon by U(t). After calculation, |ψ(t)〉 = U(t)|0001〉 can be written as:
|ψ(t)〉 = (1
4
e−
3it
4 − 1
4
e
5it
4 )|1000〉 + (−1
3
e−
it
4 +
1
4
e−
3it
4 +
1
12
e
5it
4 )
(
|0100〉 + |0010〉
)
+ (
2
3
e−
it
4 +
1
4
e−
3it
4 +
1
12
e
5it
4 )|0001〉. (19)
By considering the symmetric Hamiltonian (Eq. 2), substituting other LOPSs instead of |0001〉 as the initial state, just
exchanges coefficients in the above equation.
3.1. The pairwise entanglement after a LOPS time evolution
Focusing on the LOPS time evolution, we investigate the behavior of the concurrence between the different pairs
which are schematically presented in Fig. 7.
The concurrences between the UL and other qubits are plotted in Fig. 8 (a). In addition, Fig. 8 (b) exhibits the
concurrences between a NUL and other qubits. As it can be seen, Ccp−ul and Ccp−nul are maximal at four instances
(tn ' (2n − 1)pi/2) over the course of one period, however they are not synchronous. On the opposite, we can see
that the CP disentangles synchronously from all ligands at t = npi. Moreover, it is clear that, when a NUL maximally
entangles with another NUL or the UL, it completely disentangles from the CP.
By looking at Figs. 8 (a) and (b), it can be noticed that the concurrences cross with each other at some certain
time instants. For this reason a question which can be asked here is: Can the quantum W states be generated at
those time instants? In order to answer this question, we should check the equalization of concurrences for all pairs.
Fig. 9 (a) which is plotted in one period, exposes some time instants at which different concurrences cross each other.
Except for t = 14pi/9 and t = 22pi/9, at which intersections are very close to each other, all intersections are far
away. For any pairs, the concurrence values on the location of the intersections are presented in Fig. 9 (b). As both of
Figs. 9 (a) and (b) show, at t = {5pi/7, 23pi/7}, Ccp−nul and Cnul−nul are in the same value of the concurrence (C = 0.30),
however, at these times, accompaniment of Ccp−ul and Cul−nul comes to pass at the level of C = 0.58. Additionally, at
t = {4pi/3, 8pi/3}, Ccp−ul and Cul−nul hold over the concurrence value at C = 0.58, while Ccp−nul and Cnul−nul adjacently
arise to C = 0.37. Ultimately, as it is clear that at t = {14pi/9, 22pi/9}, Ccp−ul equals to Cul−nul with the value of
C = 0.51. On the other hand, Ccp−nul and Cnul−nul are equal to C = 0.48 at these time instants. It means that however
the concurrences are very close to each others but they are not exactly intersect. As it seen in the inset of Fig. 9 (a),
although all concurrences are very close to each other at t = 14pi/9 but all four plots don’t cross at the same level.
These time instants at which concurrences are very close to each other but don’t meet exactly at the same level, can
7
(a)
(b)
Figure 9: (a) Concurrences for each pair, (b) Concurrence levels of intersection points.
be called as pseudo-W-state time instants (PSTWS) and can be written as Eq. 20.
t∗∗n = pi(2n −
(9 + 5(−1)n)
9
). (20)
Moreover, the solid line in Fig. 9 (a) shows the summation of concurrences over all pairs on a course of one period.
The highest amplitudes of the summation of concurrences takes place at PSTWS. Also, local minima of this function
determine the time instances of disentangling the CP from all ligands.
In order to gain a deeper insight into the previous results, we now derive the probabilities of Eq. 14 in which we
insert the |ψ(t)〉 from Eq. 19 and i can be a one-particle state. Whether a one-particle state is the COPS or a LOPS the
probabilities are given by the following equations:
Pcp(t) =
sin2(t)
4
Pul(t) =
1
72
[
24 cos
( t
2
)
+ 8 cos
(
3t
2
)
+ 3 cos(2t) + 37
]
Pnul(t) =
2
9
sin4
( t
4
) [
8 cos
( t
2
)
+ 3 cos(t) + 7
]
. (21)
The probabilities are plotted in Fig. 10. As it is shown in this plot (and is clear in its inset), at τ∗∗, the probabilities of
any one-particle quantum states closely meet each others, however they are not completely equal.
3.2. Two-point quantum correlation functions after a LOPS time evolution
In this section, we discuss two-point correlations and the expectation value of the z spin component in the case of
a LOPS time evolution.
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Figure 11: Expectation values of S zi in the situation of a LOPS time
evolution (i can be set to cp, ul and nul).
Making use of Eq. 19, we can write Eqs. 22 for 〈S zi 〉ts which are presented in Fig. 11.
〈S zcp〉t = −
1
8
(cos(2t) + 3)
〈S zul〉t =
1
72
[
24 cos
( t
2
)
+ 8 cos
(
3t
2
)
+ 3 cos(2t) + 1
]
〈S znul〉t =
1
72
[
−12 cos
( t
2
)
− 4 cos
(
3t
2
)
+ 3 cos(2t) − 23
]
. (22)
In addition, it is worth to consider that like the previous case (the COPS time evolution) probabilities are related to the
expectation values by 〈S zi 〉t = Pi(t) − 0.5 (i can be cp, l and nul). This fact then immediately results in
∑
i〈S zi 〉t = −1.
We can also see that 〈S zi 〉ts are very close to each other at PSTWS. It is worth to mention that at certain times, the
sign of 〈S zul〉t changes from positive values to negative ones or vise versa. It is realized that the sign of 〈S zi 〉t changes
just for the qubit whose one-particle state applied upon by U(t). This situation happened to 〈S zucp〉t (Sec. 2.2) as it was
shown in Fig. 11.
Lastly, we address to calculate two-point quantum correlations (Wααı  (t) = 〈S αı S α 〉t). Two-point correlations be-
tween any two qubits in the z-direction are given by Eqs. 23,
〈S zcpS zul〉t =
1
72
[
−12 cos
( t
2
)
− 4 cos
(
3t
2
)
+ 3 cos(2t) − 5
]
〈S zcpS znul〉t =
1
72
[
6 cos
( t
2
)
+ 2 cos
(
3t
2
)
+ 3 cos(2t) + 7
]
〈S zulS znul〉t = −〈S zcpS znul〉t
〈S znulS znul〉t = −〈S zcpS zul〉t, (23)
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Figure 12: Correlation functions of different spin directions between (a)
CP and UL (with  = 171000pi), (b) CP and a NUL.
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Figure 13: Correlation functions of different spin directions between (a)
the UL and a NUL, (b) two NULs (with  = 171000pi).
and in the x-direction are written in Eqs. 24.
〈S xcpS xul〉t =
1
12
[
sin2
( t
2
) (
4 cos
( t
2
)
+ cos(t) + 1
) ]
〈S xcpS xnul〉t = −
1
6
[
sin2
( t
4
)
sin
( t
2
)
sin(t)
]
〈S xulS xnul〉t =
1
144
[
6 cos
( t
2
)
+ 2 cos
(
3t
2
)
+ 3 cos(2t) − 11
]
〈S xnulS xnul〉t =
1
9
[
sin4
( t
2
) (
8 cos
( t
2
)
+ 3 cos(t) + 7
) ]
. (24)
Figs. 12 and Figs. 13 respectively present Eqs. 23 and 24. Considering to Figs.12 (a) and 13 (b) we find that there
is a mirror symmetry for two-point correlations in the z-direction for CP-UL and NUL-NUL pairs. In the opposite to
z-direction correlations in the COPS time evolution, these correlations are not zero at τ∗∗. Actually, they are zero at
τ∗∗n ±  (with  = 171000pi).
Moreover, as shown in Figs. 12 (b) and 13 (a), 〈S zulS znul〉t = −〈S zcpS znul〉t for CP-NUL and UL-NUL pairs. These
functions are close to zero at τ∗∗n ± pi12 (see the inset of Fig. 12 (b)), but like two other pairs are not zero exactly at
PSTWS.
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4. conclusion
In the present work, we have studied the time dependent pairwise entanglement and two-point quantum corre-
lations in the XXX-3LSSS for two different scenarios. At the first stage, the COPS was applied upon by the time
evolution operator. An operation ends up having a quantum state which is extended on all system’s one-particle states.
We found that W states can be generated at TWS (which are given by t = (2n−1)pi2 ). It is shown that all one-particle sates
can be present with the same probabilities at TWS. Additionally, the expectation value of the local z-spin component
(〈S zi 〉t) of the different qubits are all equal at TWS. It is found that the equal entanglement among different qubits at
TWS is raised from xx and yy two-point correlation functions because the zz two point correlation vanishes at these
time instants. In this scenario, all elements of the structure disentangle from each other at t = npi.
In the second scenario, an arbitrary LOPS was applied upon by the time evolution operator. In this situation, W
states don’t have any chances to be generated, although all concurrences meet closely each other at PSTWS which
are given by t∗∗n = pi(2n − (9+5(−1)
n)
9 ). In addition, the probabilities of different one-particle states and the expectation
value of local z-spin components (〈S zi 〉t)s are not equal to each other. Moreover, the zz quantum correlation between
any two qubits does not vanish at PSTWS.
It should be pointed out that independent of whether the initial state is the COPS or a LOPS, the central qubit
disentangles from the ligands at the same time instants, however disentangling between all elements strongly depends
on the selected initial one-particle state.
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